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Extended Abstract
Background
Europe learnt almost all its basic mathematics from India: that includes the well-known cases of
arithmetic, algebra, and trigonometry, but also calculus,5 and probability and statistics.6 Native
European arithmetic (“Roman numerals”) was primitive, and lacked fractions, hence Christian
Europe repeatedly imported efficient Indian arithmetic (“Arabic numerals”) first from Muslim
Europe (Cordoba, Gerbert, Pope Sylvester II, 10th c.), again from Africa (Florentine merchants,
Fibonacci, 12th c.), and, for a third time, direct from India (Clavius, 16th c.). Why did Europeans
need so many centuries to understand and assimilate elementary arithmetic? A similar question
arises with the calculus and its infinite series, which Europe imported from India in the 16th c., via
Jesuits in Cochin. Europeans (Descartes, Newton’s fluxions etc.) failed to understand the meaning
of infinite sums, at least until the formal set theory of the 20th c. enabled some sort of sense to be
made of limits and formal real numbers.
Yet, today, because of colonial education, we teach (and do) Western formal math packaged with a
systematically false7 Christian chauvinist history that all math and science is the work of Christians
or their (only) “friends” the early Greeks (e.g. “Newton and Leibniz invented calculus”,
“Archimedes” etc.). Students are indoctrinated to believe that the Western way of doing things
(including math) is somehow both superior and universal, without applying common sense.
Actually, European difficulties with imported math arose due to epistemic differences in math.8
Hence, to enable any consideration of Indian गणणित (or normal math) as a viable contemporary
alternative to formal math, it is necessary to demolish not only the false Western history of math,
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but also the accompanying bad philosophy of math,9 and related false and incoherent claims of both
superiority AND universality.
From the days of the sulba sutra, the philosophy of Indian गणणित (normal mathematics) differed
from the philosophy of formal mathematics, used for mathematics today, though we wrongly
translate mathematics as गणणित, on the myth that mathematics is universal. Contrary to this myth of
universality, our current NCERT school text (class IX, chp. 5) explicitly indoctrinates millions of
students into the myth that Indian गणणित and, indeed, all non-Western ways of doing geometry
were “inferior” to the “superior” Western way of doing geometry, initiated by the “Greeks”.
That superior geometry is falsely10 attributed to a mythical white-skinned Greek Euclid. But, in the
last ten years, no one has met my Euclid challenge prize of Rs 2 lakhs to provide the slightest
serious evidence for Euclid; instead leading Western experts acknowledged long ago11 that
NOTHING is known about Euclid. However, this false history of “Greeks” serves an unsuspected
purpose; it hides the relation of mathematics to religious beliefs, as in Plato.12 It also hides the
church connection:13 for the book “Euclid’s” Elements was used as a church text for centuries.
Hence it had to be theologically correct, and was made so by reinterpreting it to fit the post-Crusade
church theology of reason. The reinterpretation did not fit the actual book, but was acknowledged as
false, only after seven centuries, at the turn of the 20th c. Formal mathematics arose from the
subsequent attempts of David Hilbert14 and Bertrand Russell15 et al. to “save the story”: they
rejected the actual book Elements as erroneous, but advocated its false (church) reinterpretation as a
universal philosophical norm! We follow that norm today because of globalised colonial education
which first came as church education.16
Such claims (“we are superior, you are inferior”), using mere myths, are typical of church
chauvinist propaganda, and the key “moral” justification the church used for centuries to brazenly
advocate racism17 and genocide.18 Accordingly, they should be critically examined by the colonised,
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without trusting Western authority (or Wikipedia) one inch. But any attempt to critically examine
the purported superiority of Western ethnomathematics, and its related myths, is taboo, and is
hence repeatedly censored worldwide,19 including in India, at both the popular20 and academic21
level. Secretive censorship was the stock church way of indefinitely preserving foolish dogmas, and
it is a regrettably glorified22 part of our academic system.

The myths and superstitions of formal math
In this talk I will analyse the false philosophical myths and dogmas underlying this claim of
“superior” Western mathematics and comprehensively refute them.
Myth 1. The first myth is that “Indian ganita lacked proof”. To refute it, I will compare the Indian
proof of the “Pythagorean theorem”23 with Western (pre-Hilbert) proofs to show that those Western
proofs are merely very prolix and ritualistic, and do not involve any difference of principle.
Myth 2. The second myth is that “Greeks alone used reason”. However, almost all systems of
ancient Indian philosophy (नयाय-वैशषे षि, सांख्य-योग, मीमांसा, बौद्ध, जैन), from long before even
the historical Aristotle,24 accepted BOTH empirical proof (प्रत्यक्ष प्रमाणि) AND reasoning (अनुमान)
as the two basic means of proof. Indian ganita did likewise: it accepted BOTH empirical proofs and
reasoning. For example, as Lalla25 explains, the 5th Aryabhata inferred26 that the earth is round from
the fact that far off trees cannot be seen, no matter how tall, a deduction the Bible failed to make.27
Further, there is a double speak about “reason” here: people take it to mean “normal reason” (=
reason + facts) whereas the church took it to mean metaphysical or “formal reason” (= reason minus
facts). As stated above, contrary to myth, formal reason is absent in “Euclid’s” Elements.
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Myth 3. The third Western philosophical myth is that “deductive proofs are infallible or superior to
empirical proofs which are fallible”. This is false. It is true that empirical proofs are fallible, but so
are deductive proofs. The mind is more easily deceived than the senses, and therefore almost
invariably errs in a complex deductive proof (or deductive chain, such as a game of chess).
Therefore, invalid deductive proof may be mistakenly accepted as valid, as was done by ALL
Western scholars for centuries who mistook the proofs in “Euclid’s” Elements for valid deductive
proofs. Any doubt about errors in a deductive proof can only be settled inductively, hence it may
persist as a philosophical doubt, and deduction is no better than induction. In actual practice the
validity of a deductive proof is decided by blindly trusting mathematical authority (which lies in the
West). Hence, deductive proofs are more fallible than empirical proofs. Thus, the proofs of formal
math lack any epistemic value (over those of normal math).
Myth 4. The fourth philosophical myth is that “mathematical theorems are valid knowledge”
(eternal truths “up there” in some Platonic sense). To the contrary, as the Lokayata pointed out long
ago, bad postulates lead to wrong conclusions. Even formalism accepts that theorems are at best
relative truths, relative to the postulates, and any nonsense proposition whatsoever can be
established as a mathematical theorem starting from appropriate postulates. However, the postulates
of formal math (e.g. set theory) involve a metaphysics of infinity, which cannot be empirically
checked. Its postulates have to be accepted on mere authority, and are a mere agreement among
authoritative Western mathematicians. That metaphysics of infinity is allied to church dogmas of
eternity.28 This has political value: for example, this metaphysics can be used to twist physics into
supporting church dogmas as was done29 by Stephen Hawking et al. who claimed that general
relativity supports the doctrine of one-time creation. Thus, formal math has political value, but
only for the West.
Myth 5. The fifth myth is that “formal math “works””. Actually what “works” in practice is normal
math: all practical value comes from normal mathematics. For example, Russell’s 378 page
formal proof of 1+1=2 in integers adds nothing to the pre-existing practical value of 1+1=2 in a
grocer’s shop. Formal math merely adds a complex layer of metaphysics over normal math; it is
commonsense that metaphysics is irrelevant for real-world practical applications. Thus, again, all
practical applications of math to science and engineering today, such as sending a rocket to the
moon, involve numerical solution of differential equations in exactly the manner of the Indian
calculus (normal math) since the days of Aryabhata. Obviously, too, Newton worked out his physics
(using a rejected metaphysics of fluxions) long before the metaphysics of limits, formal real
numbers needed for that, and set theory needed for that, all of which is today declared essential for
calculus. (Incidentally, Indians such as नीलिंठ summed infinite geometric series using nonArchimedean arithmetic30 [Brahmagupta’s अव्यक्त गणणित], and a philosophy of inexactitude
[शन
ू यवाध] today called zeroism.31 This results in a superior calculus today, for advanced
28 C. K. Raju, “Eternity and Infinity: the Western misunderstanding of Indian mathematics and its consequences for
science today.” American Philosophical Association Newsletter on Asian and Asian American Philosophers and
Philosophies 14(2) (2015) pp. 27–33. http://ckraju.net/papers/Eternity-and-infinity-Pages-from-APA.pdf.
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applications to science.) Thus, formal math adds no practical value to normal math. On the
contrary, it subtracts value because it adds a huge amount of complex metaphysics, which makes
math difficult, as in the complex proof of 1+1=2 (even more complex in formal reals).
Myth 6. The sixth myth is that “mathematics is exact”. In contrast, the Manava sulba sutra (10.10)
states the “Pythagorean theorem” using square roots which may be inexact (सषवशेष). On the other
hand, the “Pythagorean theorem” does NOT apply exactly to triangles drawn on the curved surface
of the earth, as noted long ago32 by Bhaskar 1; nor does it apply exactly in space (which is curved
on general relativity). So it does not apply exactly anywhere in the real world. Accepting
mathematics as inexact knowledge in the real world, from the outset, is preferable to bringing in an
intermediate fantasy (metaphysical) world in which it is exact, for this greatly reduces the
difficulties of present-day mathematics, and the resulting errors in science.
Myth 7. The seventh myth is that “logic is universal” (since it binds God33). However, the Buddhist
logic of चतुषिोटट, or the Jain logic of स्याधवाध, are not even truth-functional,34 so logic is certainly
not culturally universal. Nor is it empirically universal, for quantum logic which is quasi truthfunctional,35 applies at the microphysical level, so that an arbitrary proposition cannot be deduced
from a contradiction (“Schrodinger’s cat is both alive and dead at one instant of time”), as is done
in formal mathematics (e.g. to prove the existence of a Lebesgue non-measurable set). The
theorems of mathematics (from the same postulates) will change with logic, so, logic, the basis of
deduction, must be determined empirically, hence inductively. Hence, also, deduction is weaker
and more fallible than induction.

Conclusion
Colonial indoctrination is the only thing that stands in the way of a comprehensive rejection of
formal mathematics as biased Western metaphysics of nil practical or epistemic value.

Follow-up
Once the philosophy of formal mathematics has been comprehensively refuted, and its false history
exposed and rejected, we can begin to critically examine गणणित (normal mathematics) as an
alternative. Specifically, the workshop will examine two specific courses on (1) school geometry
and (2) university calculus which have been tested over the past decade. I will also briefly explain
the (3) advantages for science, of rejecting current formal math, though this is a relatively more
complex and technical topic.36
32 Maha Bhaskarıya, 2.5, ed. and trans. K. S. Shukla, Department of Mathematics and Astronomy, Lucknow
University, 1960, p. 51. “The distance (obtained above) has been stated to be incorrect by the disciples of
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34 See article on “Logic” cited above, or Cultural Foundations of Mathematics, cited above. A detailed examination of
the Buddhist and Jain syllogisms is also in Eleven Pictures of Time, cited above.
35 C. K. Raju, Time: Towards a Consistent Theory, Kluwer Academic, Dordrecht, 1994. Chp. 6B, “Quantum
mechanical time”, and appendix to it.
36 C. K. Raju, “Declonising math: how and why it makes science better (and enables students to solve harder
problems)” CENSORED extended abstract of two invited keynote addresses to have been delivered at Palestine
Technical University, 2018.

